


About
Dean & Tyler

Dean & Tyler products have been tested and redesigned to 
ensure the highest level of quality and customer satisfaction. 
All D&T products are made from the most durable raw 
materials and guaranteed premier craftsmanship. The 
equipment featured in this catalog is intended to be used by 
professional trainers or handlers under the supervision of 
professional trainers.

Equipment Durability:
No dog training equipment or toys will last forever. Dean & Tyler 
does not claim to have indestructible products, however we are 
confident customers will be satisfied with our products’ useful 
life and balance between durability, pliability and weight.

Train at your own risk:
Safety is our priority; our products are manufactured with 
the handler, decoy and dog’s safety in mind. There are no 
metal or plastic parts on the outside of our bite sleeves, suits 
or builders.  If you are unsure which product is best for your 
situation, please consult a trainer; there is 
serious risk of injury to dog and human when 
using equipment that is mismatched to the 
dog’s level of training.

There is intrinsic danger when Schutzhund, 
protection, police, etc… dog training, Dean 
& Tyler cannot be held liable for injuries 
sustained to dogs or humans while in a dog 
training session using our equipment.
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3-Level Sleeve
DTSA100

3 Level Bite Bar - Right / Left Arm

Schutzhund Trial and Training 
DTSA11

Right / Left Arm

DT Trial is designed for advanced Schutzhund training and trials. The barrel is covered in 
leather for durability. The elbow joint is well-protected and highly mobile.

Sleeve cover is sold separately, however a leather strap to attach the cover is included.

DT TriBite is ideal for training both intermediate and advanced dogs because it has three 
levels of resistance. Removable layers can be inserted into the bite area to adjust rigidity. 
The hollow bite bar is ideal for intermediate work with younger dogs, one additional layer 
is suitable for intermediate dogs over 12 months, and the bite bar with both layers is rigid 
enough for experienced adults.

For the dog’s safety there is no metal or plastic on the sleeve’s exterior. The handle has 
six adjustable positions for an ergonomic grip. The construction is lightweight yet durable 
with quality materials and stitching. The elbow joint is well-protected and highly mobile.  

Sleeve cover is sold separately, however a leather strap to attach the cover is included.
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DT Curve helps dogs with an experienced jaw aim 
their bite. The bite bar curves toward the center to 
encourage direct contact. The barrel is covered in 
leather for durability. The elbow joint is well-protected 
and highly mobile.

Sleeve cover is sold separately, however a leather 
strap to attach the cover is included.

Large Protection Sleeve
DTSA90

Both Arms
DT Protection is a favorite amongst law 
enforcement working with large dogs. This sleeve 
is extremely durable with a large bite area. The 
elbow joint is well-protected and highly mobile. 
Handle is adjustable. Sleeve can be used on the 
right or left arm. 

Sleeve cover is sold separately.

Curved Schutzhund Training and Trial
DTSA12

Right / Left Arm
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DTSI25

Intermediate 3-Level Sleeve
Jute / French Linen - Right / Left Arm

Intermediate 3-level sleeve is ideal for adolescent working dogs 12-18 months 
because it has three levels of resistance. Removable layers can be inserted into 
the bite bar to adjust rigidity.

Bite area is made of French Linen or Jute and is secured to the barrel with  
straps. Replacement bite areas sold separately.  The elbow joint is well-protected 
and highly mobile.  

Intermediate Sleeves 
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Full Arm Intermediate Sleeve
DTSI22

Jute / French Linen - Right / Left Arm

This sleeve is for transitioning puppies from beginner 
to intermediate. There is no rigid reinforcement; the 
padding is directly covered by French Linen or Jute. 
Not recommended for working dogs over 12 months 
old.

Intermediate Sleeve w/ Reinforcement
DTSI14

Jute / French Linen - Right / Left Arm

DTSI14 is for training intermediate dogs under 18 months. The sleeve is 
reinforced for the handler’s protection and can be used on both arms. For 

ambidextrous training, an additional shoulder guard can be purchased 
separately.
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Working Puppy Sleeve
DTSP02

Jute / French Linen - Both Arms

Working Puppy is a progression 
sleeve for puppies 7-9 months old. 
Covers the handler’s entire forearm 
and can be used on the right or left. 
Ultra lightweight, soft yet durable.        
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Advanced Puppy Sleeve
DTSP05

Jute / French Linen - Both Arms

This sleeve is for advanced puppies under 12 months old. Coverage is past the elbow, can 
be worn on the right or left. There is an internal and external handle for control. Stitching 
is reinforced.

 

Introduction Sleeve
DTSP01

Jute / French Linen - Both Arms

Introduction Sleeve is a thin starter sleeve with a 
soft bite pillow, suitable for puppies three months or 
older. A good transition from bite pillows, the handler  

cannot fit entire forearm in opening.
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Hidden Sleeve
DTSH12

Jute / French Linen - With / Without Plastic Reinforcement - Both Arms

Hidden sleeves are important to simulate real-life situations, most Schutzhund dogs will not bite unless a bulky sleeve 
is present. Police K9’s should prove themselves with low profile sleeves before they are ready for duty. Sleeve is se-
cured by straps.
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Leg Protection w/ Bite Bar
Jute / French Linen - Both Legs

This leg protector has a bite bar and is suitable for intermediate and 
advanced training. The French Linen or Jute is very durable and the 
stitching is reinforced in the bite area. a foot strap stabilizes its positioning 
and a top handle helps with its removal.

No Bar Leg Protection
DTSL8

Jute / French Linen - Both Legs

This leg protector is for younger dogs because 
there is no bite bar, however the French Linen or 
Jute is very durable and the stitching is 
reinforced in the bite area. a foot strap stabilizes 
its positioning and a top handle helps with its 
removal.

DTSL8B

Leg Sleeves
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Extra Strength Sleeve Cover
DTSCJute2

Double Jute

Made of layered Jute with reinforced stitching, this sleeve is our most 
durable adult sleeve cover. The inside cover has loops to be used with the 
sleeve’s leather strap.

Sleeve Covers

French Linen Sleeve Cover
DTSCFL

French Linen

Protect your bite sleeve with a replaceable Jute cover. The inside cover has 
loops to be used with the sleeve’s leather strap. 
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Jute Adult Sleeve Cover
DTSCJute

Jute

Protect your bite sleeve with a replaceable Jute cover. The inside cover has 
loops to be used with the sleeve’s leather strap. 

Leather Bite Cover
DTSCFL2

French Linen w/ Leather Bite Area

This French Linen cover has a leather bite area. The inside cover has loops to be used with the 
sleeve’s leather strap.

French Linen Cover For Large 
        Protection Sleeve

DTSA9C

French Linen

DTSA9C is a heavy duty French Linen 
cover for the Large Protection sleeve, 
DTSA90. The inside cover has loops 
to be used with the sleeve’s leather 
strap.



Bite Tugs and Bars
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Bite Tugs

Pocket Puppy Tug 
DT8X2

Jute / French Linen / Leather - 8” x 2”

Pocket Puppy is small enough to work young 
puppies’ drive and bite. This 8”L x 2”C tug is 
available in Jute, synthetic French Linen and 
leather. 
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Puppy Tug
DT12X2

Jute / French Linen / Leather / Fire Hose
12” X 2”

Puppy Tug is small enough to work young puppies’ drive and bite. 
This 12”L x 2”C tug is available in Jute, synthetic French Linen, 
leather and fire hose material. 

Small Tug
DT8X4

Jute / French Linen / Leather 
8” x 4”

Small Tug should be used with more advanced dogs 
working on accuracy and speed. This 8”L x 4”C tug is 
available in Jute, synthetic French Linen and leather. 
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X-Large Tug
DT24X6

Jute / French Linen - 24” x 6”

X-Large Tug is the largest bite tug we offer, 24”L x 6”C. Tug is available in 
Jute and synthetic French Linen.

Jute / French Linen / Leather / Fire Hose 
24” x 4”

Large Tug is a great tool for advanced puppies 
and up. This longer 24”L x 4”C tug is an easier 
target for dogs to see, chase and capture. Tug is 
available in Jute, synthetic French Linen, leather 
and fire hose material.

Large Tug
DT24X4

Medium Tug
DT12X4

Jute / French Linen / Leather / Fire Hose - 12” x 4”

Medium Tug is a great tool for advanced puppies and up. This longer 12”L x 4”C tug is an easier target for dogs to see, 
chase and capture. Tug is available in Jute, synthetic French Linen, leather and fire hose material.
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The Bite Rag stimulates a puppy’s prey drive. The rag is 
available in Jute, synthetic French Linen and leather, and 
will last longer than household towels. The handle can 
be attached to a rope for wider range chases. Rag is 24” 
long. 

Bite Rag
Jute / French Linen / Leather 
24” Long

DTBRAG

Double Jute Bite Pillow is for dogs that work well with 
bite tugs and  are ready to transition to bite sleeves.  This 
pillow is made of layered Jute with reinforced stitching and 
features a large bite surface with three handles. Available in 
wide and extra-wide, extra-wide is suitable for experienced 
adults.

Double Jute 
Bite Pillow
Jute - 14” x 9”

DT3PAD2

Bite Pillow
DT3PAD

Jute / French Linen - 12” X 8”

Bite Pillows are for dogs that work well with bite tugs, and a good 
precursor to bite sleeves. This pillow features a large bite surface, 
reinforced stitching and three handles. Available in Jute and synthetic 
French Linen.
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Bite Bars

Young Dog Bite Builder
DTBB1

Young Dog Bite Builder has a soft bite area, an internal handle, two external handles and a nylon 
loop for attaching the builder to a lead. Available in Jute or synthetic French Linen.

Jute / French Linen
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Two Handle Bite Developer
DTBB3

3 Handle Bite Builder
DTBB4

Three Handle Bite Builder should be used with experienced puppies and young working dogs. Handler has many grip 
options with the three handles, including using the builder over your forearm to introduce a sleeve concept. Available in 
synthetic French Linen and Jute.

Two Handle Bite Developer is suitable for both younger dogs and adults because 
there is no rigid reinforcement yet the Jute or synthetic French Linen is durable 
enough for a full bite. There are internal handles on each side and an external 
handle on the top.

Jute / French Linen

Jute / French Linen
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Advanced Bite Builder
DTBB5

Advanced Bite Builder is suitable 
for advanced puppies and adults; 
it strengthens the younger’s bite 
and hones the adult’s bite without 
a full sleeve. Can be used like a 
sleeve and is lightweight enough 
to give as reward. There are two 
handles inside.

Bite Developer Cuff
DTBBXC

Tri-level bite developer is ideal for 
puppy and young working dogs 

because it has three levels of 
resistance. Removable layers can be 

inserted into the bite bar to adjust 
rigidity. 

The protective cover is sold 
separately.

This protective 
cover will extend the 
life of the Tri-level 
Bite Developer, 
DTBBX. Available in 
Jute or synthetic 
French Linen

3 -Level Bite Developer
DTBBX

Jute / French Linen

Jute / French Linen



Bite Suits and Vests

Protection Bite Suit
DTBS

Contact Us w/ measurements

DT Bite Suit is for protection and police training; it is extremely 
well-made using synthetic French Linen.  The pants have two  
straps on each side of the waist; suspenders are adjustable 
and connect to the front bib with two metal snap clasps. The 
jacket is secured by three metal snap clasps across the torso 
and to enclose the panels; there are additional straps at the 
waist and the neck. The cuffs of the jacket have leather hand 
protectors. This suit is durable yet lightweight.
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Scratch Suit

Scratch Pants
DTBS11

Contact Us w/ measurements

DTBS12

Scratch Jacket
Contact Us w/ measurements

DT Scratch Jacket has one long sleeve that can be attached to either the right or 
left short sleeve. The jacket is made of neoprene nylon, and closes with a zipper and 
three straps. Please note, the scratch jacket does not offer bite protection, only 
scratch protection.

DT Pants are made of neoprene nylon and offer the 
handler protection from scratches. The suspenders 
are adjustable and connect to the font bib with two 
metal snap clasps. Zippers on the lower leg allow 
handlers to remove the pants while in footwear. Please 
note, scratch pants should not be used for bite work 
on the legs; you will need a leg protector or a full bite 
suit for such training.
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Vests

Training Vest
DTBS22

Small to XLarge

DT Training Vest is the ultimate trainer’s companion. This vest has five front pockets, a detachable pocket and a 
large pouch across the lower back. The long sleeves and inner fleece are removable for comfort control. 

Smart Pocket Vest
DTBS23

Small to XLarge

Small Pocket Vest is a favorite amongst trainers; it has all the pockets featured on our Training Vest and an additional 
pocket acting like a trap door. When the connecting cord is pulled the pocket’s bottom releases, helping to train a dog to 
pay attention to the handlers’ upper body.  The long sleeves and inner fleece are removable for comfort control.
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Leashes

Braided Tracking Leash is made of supple leather that has undergone a 
combination tanning process and the ends are braided and riveted for 

extra reinforcement. Available in many lengths, widths and hardware se-
lections. Handle is also optional.

DTL3Braided

Braided Tracking Leash
Solid Brass; Stainless Steel; Smart Lock Brass; 
with or without handle
3/4”, 1/2”, 3/8”
2-6ft, 13ft, 20ft, 26ft, 33ft
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Double Ply Nylon
DTL11

Slip Leash
DTSlip

Solid Brass - Rolled / Flat 
4ft, 6ft

Slip Leash is a convenient combina-
tion leash and choke collar, a leather 
piece prevents the collar from open-

ing too wide.

Tracking Leash is made of supple 
leather that has undergone a 

combination tanning process and 
is hand stitched, this leash will 
last. Available in many lengths, 

widths and hardware selections. 
Handle is also optional.

^SkA'
\

Solid Brass; Stainless Steel;
Smart Lock Brass Hook 
3/4”
2-6ft, 13ft, 20ft, 26ft, 33ft

Double Ply Nylon is made of neoprene
nylon and is more lightweight than
its leather counterparts.  Available in
many lengths and hardware selections.
Handle is also optional.

DTL5Stiched

Tracking Leash
Solid Brass; Stainless Steel; Smart Lock Brass Hook;

  with or without handle
  3/4”, 1/2”, 3/8”
2-6ft, 13ft, 20ft, 26ft, 33ft
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DTL17

Simply Braided
Solid Brass; Stainless Steel, 8”

Simply Braided is strong pull tab with
a braid at the end for reinforcement.
Floating ring is optional.

DTL17-13mm

Simply Stitched
Solid Brass; Stainless Steel, 8”

Simply Stitched is a sturdy pull tab,leather is hand stitched 
to the clasp.

Floating ring is optional.

DTL21

Hand Control
Solid Brass; Stainless Steel, 1-6ft

Hand Control is a pull tab with a circular stopper. Great for instant correction when
obedience training, especially heeling.



Collars
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Simplicity
DTC33NH

Black / Brown -1 3/4” -  Sizes 18” - 35”

Simplicity is a double-ply two inch agitation collar with 
a solid brass D-ring and solid brass buckle. This collar 
is hand stitched and riveted for extra tensile strength.  

Leather extends past the buckle, and the D-ring is 
between the leather layers therefore the dog’s fur is not 

exposed to any metal. The leather is very high quality 
and undergoes a combination tanning process: chrome 

salt solution then vegetable.

Strictly Business
DTC1

Black / Brown / Tan - 1” - Sizes 18” - 35”

Strictly Business is both a standard and choke 
collar. The collar transforms with a simple 
modification to the floating brass ring. Uses 
double-ply leather.

Simplicity+
DTC33

Black / Brown - 1 3/4” - Sizes 18” - 35”

Simplicity + is a double-ply two inch 
agitation collar with a large solid brass 

D-ring, solid brass buckle and handle. 
This collar is hand stitched; the handle 

is leather with nylon reinforcement 
and is riveted to the collar for tensile 

strength.  The leather is the very high 
quality and undergoes a combination 

tanning process: chrome salt solution 
then vegetable.
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D&T Delight
DTC24

Black / Brown / Tan - 1” or 1 1/2” - Sizes 17”- 35”

D&T Delight is made of premium 
leather, and is lined with natural 
heavy felt. A treat your dog will truly 
appreciate.

Leather Martingale is a handler’s best friend for dogs 
who pull. When a dog pulls in a martingale collar the collar 
becomes tighter but stops at a point, the slack is the 
steel chain’s length.

Leather Martingale
Black / Brown / Tan - 3/4”
Sizes 14” - 33”

DT51614LEATHER DTC95

Tranquility
Black / Brown / Tan - 1/2”; 3/4”
Sizes 14”-37”

Tranquility is a flat leather choke collar.
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Desperado
DTC96

Black - 1/2” diameter - Sizes 18”-33”

Desperado’s is a leather rope choke collar, the hand stitching is flawless.

Herm Sprenger Metal Collars

Contact us for a list of available Herm Sprenger metal collars, made in Germany.
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Harnesses
DT6

DT Harness
XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL - Black or Orange

Weather  Resistant

DT Harness is our best seller and with good reason, its perfect for walking, running, hiking, tracking/hunting, obedience
training, law enforcement / service dogs, guard dogs, emergency rescue, etc…

Handcrafted using double-ply neoprene nylon, this harness is durable yet lightweight, weatherproof and washable. It 
features two adjustable straps, three heavy-duty D rings, a handle, light-reflective trim and optional patches

DTH6+

DT Works
XS, S, M, L - Black or  Orange

DT WORKS is an ideal
harness for working
breeds involved in Search
& Rescue, Guard, Patrol,
Service and Therapy programs.

DT WORKS is durable, padded, weatherproof, washable
and handcrafted using double-ply neoprene nylon. Although
DT WORKS is specifically designed for working dogs it is lightweight
and comfortable for family pets’ everyday use.

  Features: Two patch displays on each side. Reflective trim (1” Wide) is sewn onto
the chest strap. The easily-adjustable chest strap fastens towards the inside
(facing the dog’s chest) for added security; the girth strap is also adjustable and 
fastens with a hard plastic snap buckle. Heavy-duty D-ring and handle.
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The Boss is a leather agitation harness whose breast 
plate, shoulder straps and back plate are lined with heavy 
felt, a natural shock absorber.  All components are hand 
stitched and reinforced with rivets. Four adjustable straps 
ensure a perfect fit.

The Boss
Black / Brown - Solid Nickel / Solid Brass
M, L  -  With or Without Handle

DTH1

The Victory has a Y-shaped breast plate that diverts 
force away from a dog’s throat onto its shoulders. The 
breast plate is made of heavy-duty leather lined with 
thick felt for shock absorption. The straps are secured 
to the breast plate with stitching, brass rivets and 
leather loops

The Victory
Black / Brown - Solid Brass 
M, L  -  With or Without Handle

DTH10

DT UNIVERSAL can be converted into a no-pull or pulling harness depending where the lead is attached. When the 
leash is attached to the front chest strap, the dog will turn in towards the handler when he tries to pull. When the leash 
is attached to the back strap, force is evenly distributed over the chest. Pulling harnesses are useful for exercising, 
tracking, sledding, etc…

Features:  Removable Patches, a handle, adjustable chest and girth straps, 2” wide buckle and straps, 4 D-rings: 1 on 
chest strap, 1 on handle, two on backs straps,.  

DTHUNV

DT Universal Plus
XS, S, M, L, XL  -  Black or Orange
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Tyler’s Choice
DTH7

Tyler’s Choice is an 
amazing tracking 
harness. Without a 
breast plate, there is no 
added pressure when 
breathing heavily over 
long distances. It is 
extremely lightweight 
and allows full range of 
motion. Handmade with 
four adjustable straps and 
brass D ring, connectors, 
rivets and clasp.

Black / Brown - Solid Brass - M, L

DTGuideNylon

Nylon Guide Harness
S-L

Nylon Guide is a mobility assistance harness with a sturdy handle, 
neoprene nylon and a light-reflective chest  strap. Girth strap is adj-
us-table and an extension can  be purchased separately. Handle is 

steel covered in  nylon with a crossbar for additional support; handle 
may be  removed with snap buckles.

DTGuide

Leather Guide Harness
M, L

DT Guide is a mobility assistance harness with a sturdy handle, double-ply leather
and light-reflective stripes on the chest strap. The girth strap is adjustable and an
extension can be purchased separately. The handle is steel covered in premium
leather with a crossbar for additional support; handle may be removed with snap
buckles.



Muzzles
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DT Muzzle
DTM4light

Over 35 Different Sizes

Dean & Tyler’s classic wire-basket 
muzzle is available in thirty sizes to fit 
most breeds, including the smallest. 
DT Muzzle has four adjustable straps, 
and the nose area is comfortably 
padded with natural heavy felt. The 
metal is engineered to maintain its 
integrity for years, and the basket is 
designed for maximum ventilation. 
DT Muzzle is acceptable for long time 
supervised use because it allows the 
dog to pant and drink water freely.

Leather Basket
DTM41

Over 12 Sizes

Leather Basket has sturdy yet flexible leather pieces which are secured with capped rivets and adjustable buckles. 
The nose area is comfortably padded with heavy felt. Leather muzzles (insulators) are advantageous to metal muzzles 
(conductors) in very hot or cold climates. Leather Basket is well-ventilated and suitable for long time supervised use.

20 sizes

DT Freedom is our most spacious wire-basket muzzle; 
dogs can open their mouths two to three inches, 

drinking and panting with the greatest ease.

 Like all Dean & Tyler muzzles, DT Freedom is padded 
with natural heavy felt on the snout area. This muzzle is 

designed to stay secured with only one head strap.

DT Freedom
DTM9
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Padded Basket is a spacious wire-basket muzzle 
with a leather interior covering the circumference of 
the snout; dogs can open their mouths two to three 
inches, drinking and panting with the greatest ease.

Padded Basket
DTM57

Reinforced with a leather covered steel bar, Top Gun is 
an ideal muzzle for agitation training. Holes in the leather 
basket provide ventilation, and the upper nose area is 
padded. The basket has leather straps around the snout 
for added support.

Top Gun
3 Sizes

DTM55

The Leader
DTM51

4 Sizes

The Leader is made of solid leather 
pieces that do not cover the nose; holes 
and slits provide added ventilation. The 
upper nose is comfortably padded with 
felt. Features two adjustable straps. 

3 Sizes
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Classic K9 has 
a sturdy leather 
exterior and steel 
bar reinforcement 
for agitation training. 
C K9 has ventilation 
holes, but if your 
canine needs more 
ventilation and a 
steel bar, Top Gun is a 
better choice.

Classic K9
Belgian Malinois

DTM31

The Guardian
DTM1

4 Sizes

The Guardian protects from overheating, its D&T’s most well-
ventilated agitation muzzle. Features a leather covered steel 
bar and a leather basket with adjustable circumference.

DTM5

Ronin
German Shepherd

Ronin features a 
leather covered steel
bar to withstand the 
stress of K9 training.
Ronin provides your 
dog with ample 
ventilation.
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Equipment & Accessories

Palm Protector
DTPalm

Palm Protector can 
be used with hidden 
sleeves and bite suits 
that do not offer hand 
protection; DT Bite Suit 
has leather protection 
built into the cuff.

Nylon treat bag with an 
adjustable waist strap 
and closure.

Treat Bag
DTA1

Training Pouch
DTA2

This Neoprene nylon training pouch 
with a clasp and multiple pockets is 
handy and washable.
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Leather Stick
DTA23

Whip
DTA21

This leather decoy baton has 
a nylon handle and reinforced 
stitching.

Whip with comfortable handle.

Silent Whistle
57481_31

Sprenger dog training whistle is nearly silent to humans, but dogs 
can hear the whistle up to 1,300 feet (400 meters), the pitch 
adjustment screw has a locking nut that will keep the same pitch 
for training sessions; a plastic sleeve protects the adjustment 
area.  Great for recall over long distances.

Bamboo Stick
DTA26

Create noise and distraction with 
Bamboo Stick.

Sprenger flat 
whistle is audible 
to humans and 
dogs; it’s good for 
recall over long 
distances.

Dog Whistle
57476_31

Harness Extension
DT6EXT

Strap Extension gives a few 
extra inches to the girth strap 
of DT Harness, DT Universal 
and DT Works. Great for 
puppies and dogs on the cusp 
of two sizes.
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ID Tube is a smaller tag alternative, the tube contains 
rolled paper with the dog’s information. Tube is brass 
plated.

ID Tube
DT_TUBE

DTH Patch
M, L

DTHPATCH

HS Rubber Ball
2.35” diameter

HSRuball

This ball on string is 
made of hard rubber 
and has a 2.35” 
diameter, made by 
Herm Sprenger.

Available Patches:
Service Dog
In Training
Search & Rescue
Police K-9
Security
Do Not Pet
Ask To Pet
Therapy Dog
On Duty
Military K-9
Border Patrol
Customs
Sheriff
K9-Unit
Hearing Dog

Orbee Dog Ball
3” diameter

PDBall

The Orbee Ball is buoyant, very durable yet soft, non-
toxic, recyclable and has a peppermint scent. The rope 
is not intended as a tug, it’s meant to be used as a 
handle. 3” diameter.

Medical Alert Dog
Seizure Alert Dog
Assistance Dog
Facility Dog
Coast Guard Dog
Search Dog
Autism Dog
Diabetic Dog
Guide Dog
Medical Assistance Dog 
Mobility Dog
PTSD Dog
Please Give Me Space Don’t Pet
More Patches Available…
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Please measure your dog and use our sizing charts to ensure a proper fitting muzzle.  You will need measuring tape (or 
string and a ruler), pen and paper.  Note: Please read the measurement instructions closely.

LENGTH: Distance from the tip of the nose to one inch below eyes’ base.

CIRCUMFERENCE: Around snout one inch below the eyes. Measure while 
SNOUT IS CLOSED, add a 1/4” - 1/2” inch for small breeds, add 1/2” - 1” for 
medium and large breeds.

EYE LINE: Distance from one inch below eyes’ base to behind ears 
(where neck circumference intersects).

NECK CIRCUMFERENCE: Circumference around neck; 
behind ears.

HEIGHT: Snout height should be measured when 
mouth is comfortably opened.

WIDTH: Snout width at the widest part.

Muzzles

*Not all muzzle styles are featured in our catalog, please visit our website or call for styles not depicted

DT Freedom ( 27 sizes ):
Breeds Like: Pit Bull, German Shepherd, Rottweiler, Doberman, Boxer, 
Mastiff, Short snout Pit Bull Terrier, Big Doberman and more...

Leather Basket ( 12 sizes ):
Breeds Like: Pit Bull, German Shepherd, Rottweiler, Doberman, 
French Bulldog, English Bulldog, Bull Mastiff, Great Dane, Boxer, Mas-
tiff, Short snout Pit Bull Terrier, Big Doberman

The Leader ( 4 Sizes ):
Breeds Like: Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Pit Bull Terrier, Labrador, Rott-
weiler

 Padded Basket ( 3 sizes ):
Breeds Like: Belgian Malinois, German Shepherd and Large German 
Shepherd

 

Sizing Charts

Top Gun  ( 3 Sizes ):
Breeds Like: Malinois, Rottweiler, German
Shepherd

Classic K9  ( 1 Size ):
Breeds Like: Malinois

Ronin (1 Size):
German Shepherd

The Guardian  ( 4 sizes ):
Female Malinois, Male Malinois, German 
Shepherd and Large German Shepherd
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LENGTHBREEDSSIZE
Inches (cm)

CIRCUMFER-
ENCE 

Inches (cm)

NECK CIRCUM-
FERENCE

Inches (cm)

EYE LINE
Inches (cm)

WIDTH
Inches (cm)

HEIGHT
Inches (cm)

0
 2.4  (6) 2.4 (6)1.8 (4.5)10-13.2 (25-33)6.4 (16)

1 2 (5. 5) 2.3 (6)2.15 (5.5)9-12.2 (23-31)7 (18)

2 2.8 (7) 2.8 (7)2.6 (6.5)12-15 (30-38)8 (20)

3 2.5 (6.5) 2.75( 7)2.55 (6.5)11.8-15 (30-38)8.26 (21)

4 3.1 (8) 3.15 (8)2.75 (7)7.1 (18)14.5-18.5 (37-47)9.44 (24)

5 4.3 (11) 10.23 (26) 15.35-19.3
(39-49) 3.54 (9)2.95 (7.5)7.1 (18)

6  3.7 (9.5) 11 (28) 15.7-20.8
(40-53) 3.7 (9.5)3.15 (8)4.7-8.6 (12-22)

7 4.3 (11) 3.93 (10)3.74 (9.5)4.7-8.6 (12-22)17.7-22.4 (45-57)12.6 (32)

8 4.5 (11.5) 4.3 (11)3.93 (10)5.9-9.8 (15-25)22-26.3 (56-67)13.7 (35)

9 4.9 (12.5) 4.3 (11)3.5 (9)7-10.6 (18-27)19.7-23.6 (50-60)13.4 (34)

10 4.7 (12) 5.51 (14)3.93 (10)8.26 (21)19.3-26.6 (49-65)15.35 (39)

11 6.2 (15.5) 4.4 (13.5)4.8 (12)20-26 (50-65)16.4 (41) 8.8 (22)

12 5.7 (14.5) 5.7 (14.5)5.7 (14.5)8.26-11.8 (21-30)23.6-27.5 (60-70)18 (46)

13 5.1 (13) 6.5 (16.5)4.52 (11.5)7.8-11.8 (20-30)22.4-26.7 (57-68)17.7 (45)

J1 3.3 (8.5) 2.55 (6.5)1.95 (5)9.4-12.5 (24-32)7.87 (20)

J2 3.5 (9) 2.95 (7.5)2.35 (6)9.8-12.5 (25-32)8.6 (22)

J3 5.5 (14) 2.95 (7.5)2.75 (7)13.3-17 (34-43)9.4 (24)

D1 4.7 (12) 3.5 (9)3.1(8)6.7-8.7 (17-22)17.7-21.6 (45-55)10.6 (27)

D2 5.4 (13.5) 3.6 (9)3.6 (9)9.6 (24)17.2 - 23.2 (43-58)11.2 (28)

D3 5.3 (13.5) 3.7 (9.5)3.7 (9.5)6.7-9.8 (17-25)18.5-22.4(47-57)11.8 (30)

B1
 

2.7 (7) 3.3 (8.5)3.3 (8.5)4.7-6.7 (12-17)17.3-21.6 (44-55)10.6 (27)

B2 2.9 (7.5) 3.7 (9.5)3.7 (9.5)6.3-8.2 (16-21)17.3-22 (44-56)12.5 (32)

B3 3.14 (8) 4.13 (10.5)4.3 (11)6.7-8.6 (17-22)19.3-24.4 (49-62)13.7 (35)

R1 3.7 (9.5) 4.92 (12.5)3.7 (9.5)8.26 (21)17.7-24 (45-61)13.7( 35)

R2 3.9 (10) 4.7(12)3.9(10)6.3-10.2 (16-26)20.4-24.4 (52-62)14.1 (36)

R3 3.9 (10) 5.3(13.5)4.3(11)6.7-10.6 (17-27)21.6-25.6 (55-65)14.9 (38)

R4 3.7 (9.5) 6.3(16)4.3(11)7.87-11.8 (20-30)23.6-27.5( 60-70)16.5 (42)

Sz1 5.1 (13) 5.5(14.5)3.3(8.5)20.5-24.8 (52-63)12.2 (31)

Sz2 4.9 (12.5) 6.1(15.5)3.7(9.5)20.5-24.8 (52-63)15.7 (40)

Sz3 5.3(13.5)4.52(11.5)19.7-23.6 (50-60)15.7 (40)3.9 (10)

DT Muzzle (30 sizes)

Very small breeds like:
Yorkshire Terrier,

Miniature Pin-
scher, Ratter,Miniature 

Schnauzer
etc.

Middle size breeds like:
Poodle, Spaniel, Schnau-
zer, Fox Terrier, Pinscher

,Weimaraner
etc.

Bigger dogs like:
German Shepherd,

Pointer, Pitbull, Amstaff,
Dalmatian, Setter, Lab-
rador, Golden Retriever,

Poodle (big), Siberian 
Husky, Alaskan Mala-

mute etc.

Very big dogs:
German Shepherd (big),
other bigger Shepherd,
Newfoundland, other 

dogs

Dogs with extra broad
  snout:

Saint Bernard

Dogs with extra big snout:
Great Dane

Small dogs with longer
  snout:
Dachshund and other

  small dogs

Dogs with longer snout:
Doberman Pinscher,

Collie,
Setter, Pointer and othe 

dogs

Dog with short snout:
Boxer and other dogs

  with short snout

Dogs with broad snout:
Rottweiler, Golden 
Retriever,Labrador,

Mastiff, Great Dane..

Big Schnauzer, Old Eng-
lish Sheepdog, Bouvier 

des Flandres
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MEDIUM: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 23” - 34”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 12” - 23”

MEDIUM: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 28” - 37”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 13” - 23”

LARGE: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 31” - 41”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 17” - 27”

NECK

GIRTH

CHEST STRAP

MEDIUM: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 28” - 35”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 24” - 31”

LARGE: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 32” - 39”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 28” - 35”

LARGE: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 31” - 41”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): 17” - 27”

The Victory

Girth

XXSMALL: 18”- 22” 
XSMALL: 20”- 23” 
SMALL: 22”- 27” 
MEDIUM: 28”- 34”
LARGE: 32”- 42” 
EXTRA LARGE: 34”- 47” 

DT Harness

The BossTyler’s Choice

Girth

XXSMALL: 17”- 21” 
XSMALL: 21”- 26” 
SMALL: 25”- 34” 
MEDIUM: 28”- 38”
LARGE: 34”- 47” 

DT Works

Girth 
XSMALL: 21” - 26”
SMALL: 24” - 29”
MEDIUM: 30” - 39”
LARGE: 33” - 45” 
EXTRA LARGE: 34” - 47”

DT Universal

MEDIUM: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 29” - 39”
Chest ( Shown in Green ): Max. 22”

LARGE: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 29” - 39”
Neck ( Shown in Green ): Max. 26”

MEDIUM: 
Girth ( Shown in Red ): 25” - 31”
Chest ( Shown in Green ): Max. 22”

LARGE: 
Coming Soon

Harnesses

Suits

Nylon Guide 
Harness

Leather Guide 
Harness

1: Shoulder
2: Waist
3: Hip
4: Thigh
5: Trunk
6: Leg Inside
A: Shoulder
B: Upper Arm
C: Forearm



Return Policy

Any custom made product cannot be returned or exchanged unless the product is defec-
tive and in original condition; custom products include but are not limited to bite suits,
scratch pants and scratch jackets. Other merchandise can be returned for a refund or 
exchange within 30 days of delivery date. Merchandise must be in original condition. A 10
% restocking fee will be applied. Shipping & Handling is non-refundable, unless Dean & 
Tyler made a error while processing. Retail end-consumer merchandise is not refundable
or exchangeable to Dean & Tyler. For warranty information, please see the Return Policy 
section of our website.

Dog Products Catalog
If you would like to see Dean &Tyler’s line of collars, leashes and harnesses for family pets 
and off-duty working dogs, please contact Wholesale@DeanTylerProducts.com  to request 
a copy of our catalog.
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